
Albin Ajeti
albinajeti20@gmail.com 00383(0)45245928 Prishtina 10000

Education
High School Sep 2016 - Jun 2019
Sami Frasheri, Prishtina
I finished high school as a distinguished student of the generation
and participated in competitions within the school in the fields of
science.

B.Sc. Financial Mathematics Oct 2019 - Nov 2022
University of Prishtina
Developed skills in the fields of mathematics, analytics, economics
and insurance.

Employment
Audit Intern Sep 2022 - Feb 2023
Deloitte Kosova
Supported the audit team in conducting financial and operational 
audits, assessing internal controls, and ensuring compliance with 
regulatory requirements. Worked closely with other team members 
to gather evidence and perform analysis to support our audit 
conclusions. Throughout the internship, I had the opportunity to learn 
and develop important skills in auditing, problem-solving, and 
communication

Audit Analyst Mar 2023 - Present
Deloitte Kosova
Responsible for conducting substantive testing, which involves 
testing the accuracy and completeness of financial information. 
Working closely with other team members to gather evidence and 
perform analysis to support our audit conclusions. Through this 
process, I help ensure the reliability of financial statements and 
provide valuable insights to clients.

Personal details
Driver's license
B

Gender
Male

LinkedIn
linkedin.com/in/albin-ajeti

Skills
CSS

Data Analysis

HTML

Java Programming

Wolfram Mathematica

Microsoft Office

R Programming

SQL

Python

Languages
Albanian

English

German

Hobbies
Football

Fitness

Reading

Profile 
I am a driven individual with high aspirations. I enjoy learning and 
excel in math. I have acquired knowledge and abilities in a variety of 
math, analytics, economics, and insurance fields during my studies 
at the University of Prishtina. As I advanced from an audit intern to 
an audit analyst at Deloitte, I also demostrated expertise in 
conducting financial audits, data analysis, risk assessment and 
teamwork.
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Certificates
Cutting Edge Advanced: C1 in English 
Language - Oxford Studio, Prishtina

2019

Expanded knowledge of English grammar and vocabulary.

Data Engineering - Cacttus Education, 
Prishtina
Expanded knowledge in the field of data, using SQL, Python and 
NoSQL

Extracurricular activities
Football Player 2012 - 2020
Prishtina
Played for a local football club and in 2018 I was crowned Under-17
Kosovo Champion.
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